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Schooling prepares us for obtaining 

better percentage in exams. Professional 

education prepares us for better job. For 

better quality of life we have to explore 

our creative potentials. Otherwise by 

following the dictates of religion we may 

not satisfy our quest for quality life.

In fact, economic freedom depends upon 

the decisions that can meet the 

requirements of “FUTURE”.



How??????



Whosoever is able to 

demonstrate his/her 

memory and problem 

solving capability better 

than computer is 

considered ‘brilliant’.



Likewise, anybody who 

can give managerial style 

that is free from human 

error is considered best 

manager.



Such work culture is 

appreciated by employers as 

well as by administrators. 

Otherwise, anybody who 

follows it in personal life, 

he/she loses the ability to 

seek answers to the questions 

asked by life.



Since all of us follow such working style, therefore, 

economic freedom has been a ‘utopia’ for the whole 

world.

This is the reason that people 

expect miracles from God or 

representatives of God 

with regard to their

good health, trustworthy 

relations and success.



For example, when we are deciding for 

marriage, we don’t have complete information 

in hand. With the passage of time we get 

information  piece by piece.

In case, this new information do not 

confirm our previous decision. 

Either we attempt to rectify or we try 

to ignore it. In both the cases our 

suffering will multiply in intensity.



Your active participation is invited for the discussion on

Decisions related with life i.e. 

economic freedom

WELCOME!!!



In case our decisions meet the 

requirements of ‘future’, they will create 

the opportunities for economic freedom.

how????



1) We are able to develop the language of our health,

2) we come in contact with people with whom 

trustworthy relations develop, and 

3) we are able to handover the desire to brain that is 

competent enough in making a decision which can 

attract all the resources that can fulfil the desire.

Hence, our ‘will to live’ 

becomes powerful to the 

extent that that creates the 

‘future’.



Social and economic 

background  

influences our money 

earning/making 

desire.



Poor and backward who 

suffer poverty create 

poverty only.

His/her life is controlled by 

the emotion of ‘fear’.



For poor/backward parents – their life and the whole 

world is full of dangers. Therefore, they oppose their 

wards who believe in life  that is full of self-respect.

Psychologically, they are like a person who is 

drowned up to the level of his neck. Their all efforts 

are like a person who does not know swimming but 

is trying to survive in the flooded river.

They encourage their children to earn more  money 

alongwith maintaining the culture and family value 

system. In case, any of their son/daughter attempts 

to grow as a person, they oppose, rather put hurdles 

even to the extent of killing.



A hope for money 

makes them 

excited…..



They are very conservative parents 

who teach their children to be

cautious to danger signals, 

submissive to authority 

and very warm-hearted to 

colleagues.
(their life is controlled by greed)



These middle class parents 

work for their success with 

complete caution.

(They hide their likings/dis-likings from authority. 

Keep control over their expectations and 

excitements while dealing with others.)



In a  hope for money, 

they anxiously 

wait…..

(most of them are service class people)



They regard discipline, 

certainty and control. They are 

loyal to the chair. They are 

very social people but are 

unable to handle the problems 

related with feelings and 

relationships.



Psychologically, they are 

conservative, cautious and are 

specialized in keeping control 

over their feelings. They prefer to 

work under the boss under 

whose supervision their 

expectations are met.

(They can offer to their children only discipline and self-control.)



As parents they expect from their children to be

a person who works with 

complete caution, deals with 

the colleagues with complete 

warm-heartedness, well 

balanced in responding in 

official matters and full of 

confidence.



Master in guessing the 

future!!!

(Feel superior and are excellent 

in steering fear. Most of them are 

either Industrialists or CEOs.)



Regarding money making

cautious & full of 

confidence!!!



They are very social with the 

people who are equal or 

superior. They are very 

cautious with below status 

people. In fact, their relations 

with them are the outcome of 

strategic planning.



They will show as if they are very 

keen in going into the depth of a 

problem but avoid  due to the 

complex of their superiority which 

stops them to go into the minute 

details. However, apparently they 

attack on the problem with force. It 

brings a few results to make them 

feel important and to demonstrate 

before others, how serious they are?



They consider themselves

alert, bubbling with life and 

the one who never accepts 

defeat.

In addition, they consider 

whosoever comes into their contact 

is a selfish person.



Money earning/making 

and 

economic freedom
are two 

different realities.



For economic freedom following 

is essential

first – you are creative,

second – you have a desire that 

has been  supported and 

nourished by the emotion of 

‘anger’ and the feeling of 

‘compassion’ respectively .



it is true!



Whosoever is 

economically free his/her 

personality is an excellent  

combination of heredity 

and environment.



What is true in case of economically 

free person is also true in case of 

poor, back-ward, poet, scientist, 

engineer, doctor, industrialist or 

you.

how???



When confusion and uncertainty are 

at their peak and the information 

available to us is completely feeble 

and unstructured –

in such situation creativity 

comes to our rescue and 

we create the ‘future’.



Only those can work who can 

fill the gap of feeble and 

unstructured data and can 

visualize the shape of a  

‘whole figure’. That not only 

gives the complete picture but 

can also meet the 

requirements of ‘future’.



Comparatively, such people 

consider themselves

‘introvert’ who enjoys 

loneliness, trusts his/her 

decisions and is very self-

sufficient in own-self.



They  maintain their 

independent views. Neither 

they like being controlled/or 

monitored by authority, nor 

they are  controlled by social 

grammar but are happy within 

their self-created world of 

work.



They enjoy their own company 

during participating in social 

functions but feel very 

intensely regarding each 

movement of the function. If 

required, they share their 

feelings with close friends in a 

detailed manner.



They enjoy risk taking 

behaviour and are ready to put 

forth their views before others 

and invite their criticism or 

frank opinion. Even if it is 

required, they are ready to 

learn also. 



As a matter of fact

whosoever is ready to learn and 

is capable to create the ‘whole’ 

from minimum inputs, he/she is 

the person who is empowered to 

be  economically free.



They consider themselves

independent, competent in 

peeping into the future, 

bubbling with confidence 

and spontaneous.



Process of economic freedom

is like

birth of a baby.



Pregnancy has its own time-

table which cannot be altered. 

Once conception takes place 

pregnancy begins that takes 

its own course till the birth of 

the baby.



The mother in whose womb the 

conception is growing cannot add to it 

but can influence the baby

through her life style, her 

sensitivity, her anxieties, 

her experiences and her 

body constitution.



As a mother she influences the embryo 

who is growing and taking shape in her 

womb through her constitution and 

emotional aspects of her personality.

It is the place where life is 

growing for existence of a 

would be individual.



She is the mother who is giving warmth of life 

and provides all the nourishment for the 

survival and growth of embryo in her womb

but she is not the creator 

of the baby who is 

benefitted from her from all 

dimensions.



Likewise, economic freedom  

cannot exist unless comes 

across right type of a person who 

believes in creating the ‘future’.

It is not dependent upon opportunities or socio-

economic background of the person.



Barriers

to

Economic Freedom



Past

experiences



Whosoever is controlled by past 

experiences. He/she is over 

whelmed by negativity. As a 

result he/she cannot bear the 

pressure, hence, is controlled by 

the grammar of society.

(For economic freedom we have to 

derive energy from past experiences.)



When 

uncertainty
prevails



Some people attempt to come 

out from uncertainty…due to 

this reason they are trapped in 

a vicious circle of rigidity.

(For economic freedom we need to 

develop tolerance for uncertainty.)



ignorance



Being afraid a literate person becomes conscious of 

his/her ignorance. As a result, he begins working 

like a computer. 
(In backward societies such people go on repeating same 

sacred book again and again.)

Apparently delivery mode gives excellent 

impression due to its obvious purpose and 

logical approach of working at initial stages.

But 
after crossing certain stage such working pattern creates hurdle to 

economic freedom but becomes a fertile ground for terrorism.



competition



Competition kills the process of evolution of thought 

at the level of employees.

In fact, during creative phase we 

explore within. Hence, creativity 

requires a mental state like 

meditation which is not possible 

during competition.

Certainly, one cannot be compelled to meditate.



incenti



True, incentive increases routine 

productivity. Simultaneously, 

studies suggest incentive cannot 

create the environment in which 

solutions to the problems can 

serve requirements of all times 

with all dimensions.



Attraction of ‘reward’ or 

fear of ‘punishment’ 

can never lead to 

creativity.



stress



If stress is work related, it will 

be required for economic 

freedom. Other than work, 

stress hampers the creativity 

in all the circumstances.

(Those suffer the consequences of unhappy marriage and 

continue the relationship; they cannot hope. This is the 

reason that India is lagging behind on scientific front.)



Rich know, “Money is a delusion 

like a carrot is for the donkey.”

This miracle is possible due to 

the fact of emotions of

‘greed’ and ‘fear’.



In real sense

“wealth is created.”



Alas!!!

You don’t “desire”

to be

economically independent.



In case, without extra efforts for adding to 

your income if you are able to satisfy your 

family requirements for another six months, 

you can be economically independent.

If you feel apprehensive, it will refer to:

1. you couldn’t develop the language of your health,

2. you couldn’t prepare to derive energy from your 

experiences,
3. you couldn’t learn to convert house into home, and

4. you could not realize power of love.



By definition, economic freedom is not 

dependent upon family background and 

the opportunities available in life. It 

requires only desire to create. Those are 

in service and are  young women, they 

can be empowered to be economically 

free because

1) service class gets regular income, and

2) all the young women are gifted by creativity for 

bearing a would be baby.



Instead of giving false hopes for creating 

employment and creating fear of layoff, 

employers and the government must 

focus to train its employees to become 

economically free.

Likewise, young women must decide 

instead of producing kids for justifying 

womanhood, ‘I will give my best through 

whatever I am doing’.



Psychologically, during emergency/or 

under ‘fear’ we enjoy sharing our 

sufferings. But during prosperity it is 

difficult to adjust with the anger or 

accesses  of our partner.

Message is very clear. In the beginning 

couple enjoy living in small quarters. 

After getting the home loan, they find a 

huge-house is not meeting their 

requirements.



In fact, need is that the employers 

must invest on providing training to 

their employees on:

1. how to develop language of health,

2. how to derive energy from the past 

experiences,

3. how to convert house into home, 

4. how to recharge through power of ‘love’, 

5. how to give best on the job, and

6. how to desire to be economically 

independent?



It may look absurd but life is greater 

than all the justifications   and logic. 

Therefore, within a short span of one 

or two generations our youth of 

such parents will create job not only 

for him/her-self but for others also.

(Though women empowerment helps in reducing the birth 

rate yet unemployment  increases exponentially.)



Let us declare unanimously

“I want economic freedom.”

thank you!!!


